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For the purpose of promoting the quality and quantity of overseas academic research 

on Taiwan, the 17th Annual Conference of the North American Taiwan Studies 

Association (NATSA 2011) was held at the University of Pittsburgh on June 17-18, 

2011. In order to hold the conference, the preparatory committee of NATSA 2011 

started to execute a year-long project from August, 2010. The nature of the 

conference was not just a simple annual meeting of only the members of NATSA. 

Instead, being co-sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh’s Asian Studies 

Center, it was a large academic conference that focused on topics concerning Taiwan 

and provided a space for numerous scholars and graduate students to engage in 

scholarly discussions concerning multi-disciplinary research and methodologies.  

 

The main topic for the 17th Annual Conference of NATSA was “The Trajectory of 

Taiwan in a Global Context.” This topic was inspired by the historic debate on the 

Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement (ECFA) on April 25th, 2010 between 

President Ma Ying-jeou and DPP Chairperson Tsai Ying-wen. Regardless of the 

immediate political impact, the debate was groundbreaking in that both leaders 

highlighted the global dimension of the cross-strait relationship, a dimension that has 

long been overlooked in Taiwan's political discourse. Instead of referring to 

convenient political language that portrays China as either an evil regime or an 

imminent superpower, both sides framed the debate as the pursuit of the best strategy 

to a new international order. The pursuit of the best strategy has not ended, even after 

the signing of ECFA on July 7, 2010 in Chongqing, China. Rather, increased 

economic integration will likely trigger more discussion on how to think globally in 

order to secure a better future for the Taiwanese people. The discussion will definitely 

involve more than economic development, but extend to other aspects of Taiwanese 

life as well. 

 

This year, NATSA invited participants to think one step further on the responses 

Taiwan could provide in the new global context. How can Taiwan maximize gains 

while minimizing risks during the next phase of globalization? How should the 

Taiwanese people balance the local, Chinese, regional, and the global dimensions of 

their future development? We hope to discover valuable insights on not only how 

Taiwan could secure its own national interest, but also on how Taiwan as a global 



citizen could make a positive contribution to the international community as well. 

 

Based on the conference theme, 5 sub-themes were designed, which include:  

I) Responding to Crises and Challenges: Rethinking the Concept of State and 

Government 

II) The Global Footprint of the Taiwanese People and the Boundaries of 

Taiwanese Society: Description and Critique 

III) National Political Agenda for the 21st Century: Assuring Social Fairness, 

Environmental Integrity, Food Safety, and Healthcare Quality 

IV) Culture and Political Economy: Symbol, Capital, and Power 

V) Cross-strait Relations in the Making: Adding New Dimensions to an Old 

Debate 

 

In the end, about 50 scholars from around the globe participated in the whole 

conference process, including the Keynote Speech, 7 Presentation Panels, and 2 

Special Workshops, a Roundtable Forum, Film Screening, and Publication 

Exhibition. This conference provided opportunities for different generations of 

scholars to discuss approaches to issues, and exchange methods of research. The 17
th

 

Annual Conference of NATSA was not limited to merely inheriting previous scholarly 

knowledge and work, but also created new horizons for Taiwan Studies in the English 

language academic world. 

 

For more details on the NASTA 2011, please use the following linkages to access 

 

1. For details of the NATSA 2011 conference schedule: 

www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/conference-schedule.html  

2. For detailed description of the Keynote Speech: 

www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/keynote-speech.html  

3. For detailed description of the Roundtable Forum 

www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/roundtable-forum.html  

4. For detailed description of the Special Workshops 

www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/special-workshop.html  

5. For details of the Film Screening event: 

www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/film-screening.html 

6. The list of the NATSA 2011 Planning Committee Members: 

www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/planning-committee.html  

http://www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/conference-schedule.html
http://www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/keynote-speech.html
http://www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/roundtable-forum.html
http://www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/special-workshop.html
http://www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/film-screening.html
http://www.na-tsa.org/new/past-conferences/2011conference/planning-committee.html


MISSION, HISTORY, AND FUNDING SOURCES 

 

Mission of NATSA 

 

NATSA is an academic organization run mainly by overseas Taiwanese graduate 

students, with the help of a significant number of international students who are 

interested in and committed to Taiwan Studies. Our main mission is to organize the 

annual conference to address issues facing the Taiwanese society from all sorts of 

disciplines. The NATSA annual conferences are the largest academic events on 

Taiwan Studies in North America. They not only provide scholars and students of 

Taiwan Studies with a regular forum to meet and exchange intellectual ideas, but also 

allow researchers on East-Asia and beyond to receive dynamic feedback and broaden 

their academic horizons. The importance of this venue has only increased due to the 

increasing marginalization of Taiwan Studies in American academia. Most East Asian 

departments only offer programs on Chinese, Japanese or Korean Studies, leaving 

discussions concerning Taiwan included within other forums. We believe that Taiwan 

is not just an area to be studied, but also a way to expand the current understandings 

of human societies and enable a more complex reflection on changing global 

conditions. In particular, as a in-between region that receives and channels cultural 

and economic influences from China, Japan, the United States, and other East and 

Southeast Asian countries, studies on Taiwan may broaden the perspectives of 

researchers in these countries by offering new ways to look at how they perceive and 

interact with one another. 

 

History of NATSA 

 

Taiwan Studies became a booming research field, drawing international attention 

during 1990s, an era when Taiwan was experiencing rapid political, economic, social, 

and cultural transformations. The expanded academic interest in Taiwan demanded a 

regular and interdisciplinary academic forum. To establish such a forum, the 

constitution of the North American Taiwan Studies Association was drafted and 

ratified at the first annual conference at Yale University in June 1994, which marks 

the inauguration of the North American Taiwan Studies Association. This constitution 

specified the goals, organizational structures, and functions of the NATSA. According 

to the constitution, the president and other members of the planning committee are to 

be elected at every annual meeting. All committee members participate as volunteers, 

and almost all of them are Ph.D. students who share the goal to expand the scope and 

audience of Taiwan Studies. The primary responsibility of the planning committee is 



to organize annual conference of the coming year. Till 2011, seventeen NATSA annual 

conferences have successfully been held. Locations of these conferences since 1999 

are listed as follows: 

 1999 University of Wisconsin at Madison  

 2000 Harvard University  

 2001 Washington University at Seattle  

 2002 University of Chicago  

 2003 Rutgers University 

 2004 University of Hawai'i, Manoa 

 2005 University of Colorado at Boulder 

 2006 University of California at Santa Cruz 

 2007 University of Wisconsin at Madison  

 2008 Washington University at Seattle 

 2009 University of Texas at Austin 

 2010 University of California at Berkeley 

 2011 University of Pittsburgh 

Funding Sources for NATSA 

 

NATSA is registered as a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization in the United States, and 

is allowed to raise money from the public. However, as a student run organization, 

NATSA relies heavily on financial support from other academic institutions. The 

main supporter and sponsor of NATSA is Taiwan Research Fund (TRF, 台灣研究基

金會 http://trfund.blogspot.com/), established and chaired by Mr. Huang-Hsiung 

Huang (黃煌雄先生, http://huanghsiung.blogspot.com/). NASTA has kept a close 

relation with the TRF since its installation at Yale in 1994. Many other organizations 

and institutions have generously supported NATSA throughout its history, such as 

Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange (蔣經國國際學

者交流基金會), North America Taiwanese Professors' Association (北美洲台灣人教

授協會), I-Mei Environment Protection Foundation (義美環境保護基金會), C. Y. 

Fund, Tsunah Foundation, Ministry of Education (教育部), National Youth 

Commission (青輔會), the centers of Asian studies at the University of Texas-Austin 

and Harvard University, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Department of History of 

University of California at Santa Cruz, and the Department of Curriculum and 

Instruction of University of Wisconsin at Madison. 
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